
EXECUTIVE SHIRT CASE STUDY PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM

case analysis: executive shirt company, inc. summary: mr. dwight collier, gen. Mr. Collier introduced a change in the
manufacturing process by introducing a Laser Process Flow Diagram- Current . Fig 2: Process Flow Diagram- Mike's.

Conclusion and recommendations. So, it has large batches of each kind of shirt size and color. The operation
time of the cutting machine is large. And the average operating time to cut all the 8 patterns is 30 minutes This
is regardless of the no. So he endowed the task to two of his managers Mike and Ike to envisage him a plan for
incorporating production of custom shirts into the existing manufacturing process. Fold, package Total 1.
Batch size was large 60 shirts per batch 3. But it needs to produce only shirts. Attach collar 9. Inspect  We
now proceed to compute the operations metrics for Mikes plan. A general analysis to the standard process
revealed the following: 1. Make front 6. Therefore, the cycle time may change. Make collar 3. Basic findings
2. Based on the current market trend the General Manager Dwight Collier has decided to go for custom-seized
shirts along with the current production of standard-sized shirts. Reduce batch size from 60 to 5 shirts. The
analysis will proceed as follows: 1. Thus for cutting shirts it takes on average 1. Iron  Ike's plan, however,
could also meet the requirements, but failed to do so without requiring overtime hours which had a direct
impact on the overall cost of production. Analysis of each of the two proposed plans, discussing the pros and
cons of each plan. Attach sleeves  Analysis of the current process implemented in the company for regular
shirts. Make sleeves 5. The machine is being operated by 4 operators and the company is using its maximum
capacity, i. Only a few basic styles and colors constitute the major portion of sales, hence the company has a
limited number of varieties to produce. Here 12 operations are performed, some of the operations are carried
out in parallel and some are doe in series process as shown in the process flow diagram. In analyzing these
plans, the focus will be on the following criteria: 1. Hem bottom  The current labor utilization is low 3. In this
plan, the new low-ply laser cutting machine would take 2. Cutting 2. Therefore, the company has a limited
number of varieties to produce, and it has large batches of each kind of shirt size and color. This entails that
there is low management complexity. Sew side seam  Stitch down sleeves  The inventory is very high Main
reasons for the above facts were: 1. The Company should produce 16, regular shirts and 2, custom shirts per
month and 2. It has only one cutting machine, which is computer-controlled and can cut up to 60 layers of
cloth at the same time.


